
Acquisitions

Excessive inflation usually has a big impact 
on the banknotes in circulation. The 
hyperinflations in Germany in 1923, 
Hungary in 1946 and Zimbabwe in 2008, 
for example, led to millions of  new notes 
being printed, with an increasing number of  
zeroes being added to the denominations.  
It is rare, however, for the immediate effects 
of  inflation to affect coinage. After all,  
coins are relatively expensive and more 
time-consuming to produce. During high 
inflation the low denomination currency just 
falls out of  circulation.

The British Museum has acquired an 
unusual example of  how coinage can adapt 
to rapid inflation. In 1986 the Bank of  
Uganda placed an order with the Royal 
Mint for a new heptagonal shilling coin, just 
as uncontrolled inflation hit Uganda’s 
economy. Rather than abandon the coinage, 
the bank simply ordered the dies to be altered, 
and the one shilling became a ten shilling 
coin. A handful of  heptagonal shillings 
somehow left the mint, however, and this 
example shows signs of  wear and tear. 
Evidently it circulated for some years without 
its incorrect denomination being noticed.
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Impact of inflation
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s This toddy pot (mattam) was 

purchased in Kerala during 
a workshop focusing on an 
ethnoarchaeological survey 
of  pottery production in the 
Pattanam region. Pattanam 
is an archaeological site 
excavated by the Kerala 
Council for Historical 
Research. Connected with 
Indo-Roman trade, millions 
of  pottery sherds from locally 
produced pottery have been 
recovered here. The mattam 
was made by hand in the 
traditional way. A film 
recorded its production and 
also showed the division of  
labour: women prepared the 
clay and made the pots, while 
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Earthenware 
vase, Manchester 

England, 1910.

Coin, made by 
the Royal Mint 

for the Republic 
of Uganda, 

Uganda, 1987.

In 1910, the director of  
Pilkington’s Pottery Company 
near Manchester, William 
Burton, gave this gold lustre 
vase to Charles Hercules 
Read (1857–1929), a 
distinguished British Museum 
Keeper at the time. It was 
among the most ambitious 
of  Pilkington’s lustrewares. 
Their common interest in 
ceramics led to a lasting 
friendship. Read gave Burton 
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(mattam), 

Kerala, India, 
2012.

the men fired them in the 
kilns. This type of  pottery 
production has been waning 
in recent years because of  
the influx and use of  plastic 
pots, making it especially 
important to capture the 
traditional manufacturing 
methods. The Musuem  
has a good collection of  
19th-century toddy pots and 
accessories and the acquisition 
of  this mattam brings the 
collection up to date.

access to the collections, 
while Burton’s technical 
expertise helped Read 
understand the objects in his 
care and avoid the forgeries 
then circulating. Such 
connoisseurship was crucial 
to the collecting world at the 
time; it is still fundamental to 
curatorship today. Formerly 
owned by the architect  
Sir James Stirling, the vase 
was acquired at a special 

price from the Stirling 
family with a generous 
contribution from the 
Decorative Arts Society 
40th Anniversary Fund.
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